Traditional Versus Contemporary Elements in Architecture
- Anthony C. Antoniades, Visiting Lecturer of Architecture at U. N.M.
There is a definite relationship between "tra ditional" and "contemporary." An architectural solution
may be defined as "traditional" if it represents an unqu estioned repetit ion of forms which evolved in the
past and which had been accep ted by previous generations as the universal way of solving architectura l
needs. Th e architecture of by-gone generations came
about as a direct answer to two sets of fundamental
design constrai nts. The first was physica l, comprising
climate and materials available in the locale; the
second was cultura l, comprising religious, individual
and social attitudes.
A basic characteristic of tradit ional architec ture
is that it evolves over a long period of time. Th e general arg ument is that all traditional architect ure represents the proper architectura l answe r to a specific
environment. This argumen t, however, does not represent universal truth; it has been recently shown
that there are a numbe r of tradi tional architectural
forms which do not repr esent the best solution to
the probl em concerned. Th e traditional home type
of Boro of the western Amazon 1 or the open house in
the area around the Iquitos area in Peru '' represent
typical examples of traditional architecture, which
have long repea ted wrong solutions adopted many
years ago.
Th e evolution of traditio nal architecture, in spite
of being positive or negative in respect to the problem solving result, has been carri ed down to present
generations in an unquestionin g, almost religious and
doctrinaire way. Methods of constru ction and use of
materials have become in this way the unwritten institutions of the society that practices this archit ecture. The result is to be seen in a numb er of characteristics common in almost any traditional edifice.
The diffe rences that occur have nothing to do in
principle with the architectural result and , thus , a
"traditional form" is easily recognizabl e by the architectural observer. Thus , in New Mexico, thick adobe
walls, the adob e color and projecting vigas on the
elevation represent the typical visual characteristics
of Pueblo and later Spanish Colonial architecture.
According to the und erstan ding of tradition as presented her e, it may now be suggested that the term
"traditional" may be applied for as long as th e materials used are the only ones commonly availabl e
for the service of certain specific building purposes
(I.e., adobe for the building of walls and vigas for
spanning the interior spaces). 3
From the moment a new material appears, which
may have different visual qualities (bulk, color,
weight - e.g. brick ), but which can serve the same
functional purpose more cheaply due to mass production, an alternative to the traditional archit ectural
solution is generated. This means that the traditional
way of building ceases to be unique. Th ereafter two
possible solutions may be distinguished: th e old one

which we shall call "traditional," a new one which
we shall call "contemporary."
Th e moment in the evolution of building technology in which two possible alternative solutions
to an architectural probl em appear , sees the beginning of a conflict between traditional versus contemporary. At that time a dilemma is generated and a
number of criteria have to be established to help
architects, their clients, urban designers, and the
publi c to make a decision as to which solution to
implement.
Th e "tra ditional" has an advantageous position
as it has bee n tested by time and it has created a
number of psychological effects upon the designers
and users ( the publi c ). Th e "contemporary" is regarded as a stranger for at least a forty year period
from the moment of its introduction.'
A major reason for the delayed adoption of th e
"contemp orary" is to be found in public institutions.
Th ese institutions are so slow to change that "traditional" is favored by building codes and regulations.
In most instances impetus for public acceptance of
a "contemporary" solution is to be found in economic
prop erties. Yet the economic aspects of new techniq ues and mat erials cannot be foreseen by the user
and, thus, the adoption of new building materials
emerges as what we might label "new traditional."
(This is a self-contradictory term , as "traditional"
requires time and is not created instantaneously.)
We may define "new traditional" as the attitude in
architecture and urban design which accepts the
economic advant ages that are provid ed by contemporary building technology ( using new materials
and methods of construction), yet seeks visual resemb lance to what is understood as tra ditional. In
this respect new buildings, with new program requirements and new possibilities, become reduced to
a traditional romanticism which , as we shall show,
represents nothing but a misunderstanding of the
architectural lessons of tradition.
As in the historic New Mexico adobe buildings
found in the Indian pueblos of Taos and Acoma,
architecture reflects many basic and fundamental
factors . These include such factors as methods of
Taos Pueblo
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construction and the way available material is used;
the architectural form evolves as an answer to a
definite life style. These and similar influences may
be considered the "contextual" elements of architecture, which in the final architectural vocabulary
of the critic or the designer are to be seen in the
con c e p t s of "scale," "proportion," "measure,"
"rhythm," and "symbolism" as related to man.
The thesis here is that misunderstanding occurs
because traditional architecture as reused for contemporary solutions has been understood in visual
terms alone, while its contextual element has been
totally disregarded. And for our architect-urban designer, the context of architecture should not be only
in color and shape (i.e., the adobe sloped walls versus
vertical) but should lie in the complete mastering
of the fundamental concepts of architecture. In the
majority of average contemporary architectural solutions, there is very little which might indicate a
learned teaching of tradition. On the contrary many
contemporary solutions try to appear traditional
through the exploitation of visual means by promoting traditional resemblance.
Here, some of the lessons of tradition will be
discussed in the light of what the author considers
to be the logically correct way of viewing tradition
through its contextual meaning.
Taking Taos Pueblo as an example, the scale of
the edifice is determined by the human resources.
The pueblo builder had no cranes or machines
available; thus, the scale of his building was determined by his ability to lift an adobe brick as high
as he could and construct the wall "that high" and
no more. The builder then created a roof to provide
a setback which would offer him space to put his
adobes and continue the construction of the second
floor, etc. Thus, the Indian high-rise edifice is broken
down to its parts, which means its scale is broken
down to a superimposition of humanly created edifices through the actual use of the capacity and
energy of human resources.
This constraint in the method of construction,
which resulted in the "scale" of Taos and Acoma,
is not applicable today. A wall can easily be built
sixty to ninety feet high. Thus, the proportion of the
edifice is changed to a considerable degree; a sixty
foot adobe-looking wall is not a traditional adobe
wall because its scale is so different.
The issue of scale, which, according to this
analysis is the number one characteristic of traditional New Mexico architecture, is directly associated with the issues of rhythm and proportions. The
difference appears through urban design considerations. The time-space experience of the two wings
of Taos Pueblo is done in a pedestrian sequence.
At Taos Pueblo the use of a strong central core of
open space (fig. 1) summarizes a number of inner
pedestrian experiences. The breaking down of the
Taos volumes is experienced through the core. The
time sequence is that of the pedestrian. In the case
of the Fine Arts building at the University of New
10

Mexico (fig. 2), on the other hand, the time sequence
experience is only linear; from parking lot to point
of entry with no intervals in that movement, which
might suggest the rhythmic appreciation of the
complex.
The issue of proportion may be seen as the linear
exaggeration of scale consideration, and to my knowledge the most typical example is to be seen in the
architecture of Johnson Gymnasium on the same
campus. This building is a giant-looking adobe,
which has grown in size without gaining anything
in spirit (fig. 3). The large enclosed space required
steel frames to cover the span, a span which would
be impossible to cover with vigas. Yet the building
has been built with an adobe-looking facade with
details which promote it as an example of traditional
architecture.
It is in public buildings that the conflict of traditional versus modem is often most harmful to architecture, Public buildings, today more than ever before, have to serve such large numbers of people in
one large structure. Despite this necessary, nondomestic requirement they nevertheless often employ the proportions of traditional architecture originally found in domestic building. The aesthetic
value of Taos is not to be found in the edifices per se
but in the enclosed open spaces. The aesthetic value
of the edifices is a spirit of the assemblance of a
number of interrelated domestic domains. Taos solids
are represented from an aggregate of elements, while
Popejoy Hall, as a mass, is an aggregate of one need,
a physical expression of a centralized function. The
same may be seen in the "nee-traditional" architecture of the government buildings in Santa Fe , and
in many other buildings in New Mexico.
New Mexico is not the only case where the elements of traditional versus modem have been often
misunderstood. Tradition loving tendencies, without
understanding tradition, are often promoted by national tendencies which see the national attribute
only in form and not in context.
The new public architecture in Greece is authoritatively directed towards a style which might be
called "neo-Doric." An example of this architectural
misunderstanding is to be seen in the winning project for the competition for the new national theater
in Athens." The Parthenon, with the strict simplicity
of its columns , was offered only as an example to
the promoter of the competition. This, however, was
misunderstood by them and it was used as design
inspiration rather than as spirit. The freedom, which
represented the context of Athenian democracy and
which created the Parthenon and Greek architecture, was completely disregarded. The result is a
lifeless building whose verticality seeks a visual resemblance to Doric logic.
A similar misuse of the Parthenon had its worst
application in neo-Classic America which used direct copies of Greek temples as places to shelter
banks and other temples of contemporary finance.
It may be argued that study and deep under-
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Figure I

TAOS PUEBLO
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Figure 2

U. N. M. CAMPUS DETAIL

Rythmic scale experience: d iversified pedestrian (left) vs. no diversified pedestrian movement (right).
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Town Hall at Bensberg, Germany--completed in 1969. The seemingly arbitrary and bizarre design, which was awarded the
First Prize in a competition, has been influenced by a variety of given topographical aesthetic and even histor ic restra ints,
however, so far from be ing allowed to mar the design, these res tra ints ha ve been d isciplined in a self -confident ensemble of
great dist inction. Arch itect Gottfried Bohm's terraced design emphasizes the s lope of the Castle Hill, yet succeeds, at the same
time, in reconciling the large build ing volumes with the miniature sca le of the old town. The town hall was erected on the site
of a med ieval castle of which the high " Bergfried" tower on the hill, two smaller towers, some ruins and the southern wall have
remained. All these remnants have been integrated with the new " citiz ens' ca stle ." As the towers are on a straight line so that,
seen from the south, they appear to be one , the arch itect provided a fourth vert ical accent by crowning the main staircase at the
east wing with a superstructure which represents a fanciful variation of the irregularly shaped helmet of the old tower. Together
with the old ruins, the new wings form the enclosure of the castle yard which has retained its original slope.

-

The new courthouse in
Taos. A new architecture
with a n understa ndi ng of
the heritage th at is Taos
Pueblo. (See the MayJune 1971 NMA for a
full report on the new
courthouse) .
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standing of the values of "tradition" will represent
the best tool of the architect in his effort to solve
the conflict between the traditional and contemporary. In New Mexico there are examples of architecture which are direct results of this understanding, yet have no visual resemblance to romantic
memories. The first example is the new courthouse
in Taos. This complex has incorporated the time
experience one gets from Taos Pueblo. It emphasizes the main core as the capital design element
of the whole composition, and it respects the
humble human scale which represents the property of the pueblo. The complex has the hard edges
of the concrete and it says that it is built of this
material. Located beside a generous stand of trees
the building is provided with a setting similar to
that furnished for the pueblo by the Taos Mountains .
It is ironical that a building in which a joy of life
and freedom of movement is so evident should also
be used as a jail.
Through the use of modem materials and techniques, the house of Joe Haydock outside Santa Fe ,
which is being constructed by the hands of the designer, represents another good example of proper
interpretation of traditional values in architecture
for the use of a modem family. The "Good Kind"
house designed by architect Hildreth Barker in
Albuquerque, represents another example of contemporary New Mexican architecture. The design
is in line with the values of tradition where such
are sought in the "rhythmic" value achieved through
prop er manipulation of interior space. This space
provides the guest with a rhythmic experience similar to that which one gets when observing the people
of Taos Pueblo. Taos movement consists of spacetime experiences conducted from one terra ce level
to anoth er thus producing throu gh the colors and
the gowns of the people a visual symphony. This
results in the rhythms of Taos.
So if scale, proportion, measur e, rhythm are the
elements to give contextual reasoning to architecture,

it must be in them that architects seek the answer
to the conflict. Th e adob e and vigas of old Taos
Pueblo are pointl ess even in toda y's domestic architecture. One might provid e the argument that he
might be able to build his adob e with his own hands.
Th at might be true. Yet he will have to realize that
he ought to rely upon his efforts to bring wood from
the forest and , thus, warm his house in wint er a
tedious operation now avoided by central heating,
But central heating and the addition of roof top
air-conditioning devices are all contradictory to tradition al adob e house architecture.
One may respect the areas of urban New Mexico
where traditional architecture exists. Th e historic
plazas and unique Santa Fe streets have to be saved
to provid e lessons of imageability, diversity and human ingenuity to the futur e public and architects·
yet this should not mean that, if something new has
to be created, it should simply conform to formal,
p~rely visual, traditional imagery. A new building
Will be truthful to tradition only when it respects
the contextual traditional lessons; only through the
use of scale, proportion, measure, and rhythm will
the answer to the solution of the conflict be found.
The summary of all these considerations, expressed
in a painfully developed design, would be called
architectural and formal honesty. A new building
next to an old one will sincerely represent truthful
creations of our civilization. As typical examples of
this case one may point at the lessons of modem
German architecture. " To the mind of the author
this is the most successful architecture which has
given answer to this conflict. New buildings of the
twentieth century are in happy co-existence with
their medieval neighbors and all together play the
symphony of the "modem-historic" German town.
So if tradition has to offer a doctrine, then it
is the doctrine of knowledg e acquired through the
pain of experience over many years. Pain is a key
word here. If architects and students do not submit
to the pain necessary to discover the secret of a
work, then their work will be condemned to be an
exercise of "surface" design and an imitation without life, a money-creating, yet not life-helping profession. This can be avoided , however, through the
prop er study and discipline which is required to
learn the virtu es and contextual properties of traditional architecture.
The issue of traditional versus contemporary is
one for the und erstanding of which architects must
fight ; through their und erstanding and analysis the
publi c should become enlightened. A new building,
built with the most immediately availabl e materials
and totally serving its user's needs, is the most sincere response to the building lesson of tradition.
And in that sense I would call this building traditional; that is, an overlap of knowledge, both knowledge
of the old and knowledge of the new, expressed
through a building which is a product of today .
-Anthony C. Antoniades
V isiting Lecturer of Architecture
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APARTMENT COMPLEXES AND PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
- MADE FOR EACH OTHER
The Three Fountains Aportment Complex in
Albuquerque is a prime example of how Prestressed Concrete Double Tee floors, and roofs
g ive the advantages of structural strength,
max imum fire resistance and soundproofing.
Phases three and four, now under construction,
will bring the 400 oportment complex to completion. Each building phose incorpora tes over
100,0 00 square feet of Prestressed Concrete
8 ' wide Double Tees in the roof and floor
construction.
Ask our engineering stoff for deta ils on the
advantages of Prestressed Concrete for your
next building pro ject .
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CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.

ARCH ITECT - Peter Looms
BUILDER- Cou les (7 Da vis

1304 Menaul Blvd. N. E., Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

( 50 5) 345-2536
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ELECTRIC
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HEAT
For furthe r information on on a ll electric design for your next
building, contact:
Engineering Sales Depor tment,
Pub lic Service Compony, Albuquerque

library, Albuquerque
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